Virtual ESN Mini-Conference at the FENS Forum 2020

Molecular mechanisms of cognitive impairment and intellectual disability

Saturday, 11 of July 2020, 10:00-12:30

Organized by the European Society for Neurochemistry

Conference organizers (Co-Chairs):
Prof Illana Gozes (Israel), ESN Secretary
igozes@tauex.tau.ac.il
Blumrich E-M (UK) – ESN Council Member

Steering Committee:
Nalivaeva NN (UK/Russia) – ESN President; Hirrlinger J (Germany) - ESN Treasurer;
Rinken A (Estonia) - Past ESN President; Turner AJ (UK) - Abstract Editor

Please note that the FENS2020 Forum and ESN Mini-Conference are now being rescheduled for holding in a virtual format and the Final Programme of the Mini-Conference will soon be available at the ESN Website.

Registration to participate in the virtual Mini-Conference is still open.
Please follow the link at the ESN website https://neurochemsoc.eu/